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1 Introduction

Abstract
Much has been written about trust. Despite the fact that there is a general understanding of how important trust is in interpersonal and business relations it becomes obvious that this construct remains somewhat indistinct when it comes to pinning down
how trust is build or destroyed, how levels of trust can be measured precisely and how
trust can be restored if it has deteriorated.
Therefor this research makes use of an earlier model by Kreikenberg (2013) which provides one of the most comprehensive models for measuring trust via seven trust-building factors in five trust-dimensions. This model, due to its complexity, has been
adapted and simplified. Moreover, the model was enhanced to include an empirical
approach to detect trust building measures to restore trust.
The adapted model was put to an empirical test on the Volkswagen Diesel Exhaust
Scandal of 2015 with VW-customers. Findings show that the adapted model could provide results on which dimensions and factors show a deterioration of trust and simultaneously how trust gaps detected could be filled via measures proposed by customers.
Although this research must be called explorative, results give some indication that the
new model appears to work satisfactory and should be put to further empirical tests
in other companies and industry to find further proof for a general applicability.

1

Introduction

In September 2015, it became known for the first time in the USA that the Volkswagen
Group had been using manipulation software for several years to change the exhaust
gas values in diesel vehicles in order to comply with the specifications for exhaust gas
values in test mode. Under real conditions, however, these values were significantly
higher (cf. Schmidt 2016). These inspections uncovered the Volkswagen diesel exhaust
scandal. On the one hand, the Group had to spend just under 26 billion euros between
2015 and 2017 due to manipulating the exhaust emission values (cf. Volkswagen 2012
after Bratzel 2018), and on the other hand, a loss of image, overtime for managers and
changes in the personnel policy of senior executives led to further indirect costs (cf.
Bratzel 2018). In addition, the company was fined one billion Euro by the Braunschweig
public prosecutor's office in 2018, which increased the costs incurred by DES for VW
to around 27 billion Euro (cf. Bratzel 2018).
The uncovered DES not only decimated public and political confidence in VW as the
largest representative of the German automotive industry, but also the credibility of
the entire industry. Furthermore, VW was not transparent in its handling of the accu-
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sations surrounding the diesel emissions scandal, resulting in new incriminating findings and investigations with corresponding results were repeatedly made over long
periods in the course of the investigations (cf. Bratzel 2018). Research confirms a loss
of the public’s confidence and credibility of the automotive industry. A study from Jan‐
uary 2018 confirmed the loss of trust in the German automotive industry in absolute
numbers. According to the study, trust has fallen from 61% in 2015 (before publication
of the exhaust emissions scandal) to 35% (Edelman 2018 after Bratzel 2018).Although,
the concept of trust is defined and explained later in this paper, there are no known
concepts for developing measures to rebuild trust destroyed in business relationships
such as between VW and customers affected by the emissions scandal. Kreikenberg
developed a concept for measuring customer trust, on which this research is based.
According to him there are five decisive dimensions of trust, which represent those
elements where people can perceive trust in companies (cf. Kreikenberg 2013).
Furthermore, seven trust-building factors can be assigned to each dimension and have
to be examined. These factors are able to build and strengthen trust within those dimensions (cf. Kreikenberg 2013). Analysing the perception of these factors within the
five dimensions can detect where factors underperform and consequently a loss of
trust can be identified. However, the model does not offer the possibility to create
measures with which companies are able to resolve trust gaps uncovered.
This research will build on the model developed by Kreikenberg (2013). As mentioned
before, there are no possibilities to simultaneously identify and fill trust gaps within
this model. Thus, a significant research gap has clearly been identified, which needs to
be closed with the use of the measures applied in this paper. Therefor the research
aim is a) to identify those gaps and b) establish measures to provide decisive actions
for VW to regain trust within its customer base, i.e. fill the gaps identified. After all, a
stable basis of trust between customer and company is essential for an ongoing functional relationship (cf. Rossmann 2010). Due to this it is of high importance to investigate whether and how the described trust problems can be solved.

2

Theoretical research

The following explanations on the subject of trust are intended to give a brief but comprehensive impression of what trust basically is and how it can be lost. This will help
to better understand the research that follows.
2.1

Trust

According to Peters (2008), trust is defined as follows: Trust is the voluntary provision
of a high-risk advance without intentional controls by forming the experience-based
expectation that the trusted party will not voluntarily act to the detriment of the trusting party, or at least not tend to behave reciprocally in an uncertain future (cf. Peters
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2008). The vulnerability of a trusting party is the tool with which he/she creates a relationship based on trust (cf. Luhmann 2000 after Hatak 2018).
The term trust is understood as a positive expectation on the part of one side regarding
the behaviour of the other (cf. Lewicki et al. 1998 after Bagdoniene/Jakstaite 2009).
These expectations should always be linked to beneficial behavioural outcomes (cf.
Suh et al. 2006 after Bagdoniene/Jakstaite 2009). The development of trust is promoted when one side is willing to invest something of importance in the achievement
of a goal and believes in the competence, knowledge and intentions of another side
and assumes reliability, resulting in a stronger bond between the parties (cf. Cowles
1996 after Bagdoniene/Jakstaite 2009).
Trust is based on a relationship. The decisive factor is the relationship between a person who offers trust (e.g. VW customer) and a person/party who accepts the trust (e.g.
VW). The expectations of the behaviour of the trusted party play a decisive role. Within
the framework of this relationship there is a risk that the party to whom the trust was
offered will abuse it. Other important factors are the length of the relationship between the two parties and the reciprocity. This is referred to as social trust (cf. Balderjahn 2010).
2.2

Loss of trust

The first incident that can result in a loss of trust is that of making mistakes. However,
it can be stated that marginal mistakes do not directly result in a loss of trust. When
mistakes occur more frequently, then trust is threatened for the reason of two following aspects (cf. Davies/Olmedo-Cifuentes 2016): The reliability of the company is seen
as inadequate, which may be an indication of a deficit in competence but is a significant factor in terms of trust (cf. Zhong et al. 2014; Johnson-George & Swap 1982 after
Davies/Olmedo-Cifuentes 2016). In addition, it is emphasised that such behaviour is
not predictable and the company is not credible (cf. Mayer et al. 1995 after Davies/Olmedo-Cifuentes 2016).
The next aspect deals with being untruthful. The fundamental principle of any trustful
cooperation is to tell the truth on the part of the trust-taker and being honest is often
seen as a sign of trust (cf. Larzelere and Huston 1980; Johnson-George and Swap 1982
after Davies/Olmedo-Cifuentes 2016). If the party is trusted but behaves contrary to
expectations, this can lead to a loss of trust and if this behaviour is supplemented by
deception, trust can suffer irreparable damage (cf. Schweitzer et al. 2006 after Davies/Olmedo-Cifuentes 2016). Thus, it can be said that enterprises run the risk of losing
trust if they are not honest (cf. Davies/Olmedo-Cifuentes 2016). According to the information obtained, if, for example, a large automotive group such as VW issues false
news and advertising messages and knowingly tries to deceive customers, there is a
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great risk of a sustained loss of trust. This form of entrepreneurial misconduct therefore represents a particularly pronounced danger, because, as explained in previous
sections, trust is an important basis for customer retention and thus competitive advantage.
Probably the most negative behaviour of a company, which can result in the loss of
trust, is disregarding laws. Compliance with laws is seen as the fundamental virtue of
a company, as it is assumed that there is no willingness to risk legality due to unlawful
business activities (cf. Davies/Olmedo-Cifuentes 2016). Even if no laws are broken,
companies can profit from certain loopholes or grey areas in the law, such as the socalled ‘tax-aggressive policy’. Here, entrepreneurial activities are carried out in such a
way that corporate income tax can be paid via places with a less tax burden. Since this
behaviour is not considered to be morally sound (cf. Lanis and Richardson 2012 after
Davies/Olmedo-Cifuentes 2016), the outcome will probably not only have a negative
effect on the trust factor but will also have a negative influence on corporate integrity,
which is fundamental to trust (cf. Morgan and Hunt 1994 after Davies/OlmedoCifuentes 2016).
2.3

Five trust building dimensions

Dimension (1) company trust: Company trust “is the belief that the company will fulfil
all its obligations as understood by the buyer” (Comer et al. 1999: 62). From the behaviour and operations of a company, the perception of the degree of trustworthiness
on the part of customers will lead to customer trust in a company (cf. Shockley-Zalabak/Morreale 2011).
The prevailing opinion in the literature is that the implementation of trustworthy principles in the organisation is a prerequisite for customer trust (cf. Shockley-Zalabak/Morreale 2011). As a result, it must be emphasised that the stringent implementation of corporate governance has a significant impact on the trustworthiness of the
organization (cf. Ennew/Sekhon 2007). It also must be noted that good image and corporate reputation can have a positive effect on promoting customer trust. Good will
and competence are further parameters that are perceived by the customer and can
establish trust. Ethical behaviour of an organisation promotes trust, unethical behaviour undermines trust (cf. Leonidou et al. 2013). If the customer observes unethical
behaviour on the part of the company, this can have a negative impact on the trust
placed in the company by the customer (cf. Leonidou et al. 2013).
Dimension (2) salesperson trust: Literature expresses that trust in an organisation is
based on trust between two people. The dimension of this multidimensional relationship level is trust in the salesperson (cf. Fulmer/Gelfand 2012; Comer et al. 1999). Customer trust and thus customer behaviour is decisively influenced by the behaviour of
the salesperson and the first impression he/she makes (cf. Wünschmann/Müller
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2006). Uncertainties of the customer are minimized by a stable trust in the salesperson. Similarly, trust in the salesperson increases trust in the brand and/or the product
(cf. Guenzi et al. 2009).
Dimension (3) product trust: There are different ways for trust to arise at the customer
level, e.g. when it comes to a product or service. A distinction must be made between
trust in goods and trust in services. A product has haptic qualities for the customer as
opposed to a service. For a customer relationship to continue, the customer expectation in the goods or services must be fulfilled (cf. Comer et al. 1999). Further literature
emphasises that the degree of trust between service provider and customer determines the appreciation of the relationship. Thus, trust acts as an important element in
maintaining such a relationship (cf. Doney & Cannon 1997; Sharma & Pattersson 1999
after Bagdoniene/Jakstaite 2009) and in realising the potential for success (cf. Kramer
& Tyler 1995 after Bagdoniene/Jakstaite 2009). This fact highlights the relevance of a
stable interpersonal level, especially in the service sector.
Dimension (4) product brand trust: The signal effect of a well-known brand reduces
the information asymmetry between company and customer subjectively perceived
by the customer and thus creates a basis of trust and lowers the risk of selection by
the customer when choosing a company (cf. Martín/Camarero 2005). Additional literature supports this definition of brand trust. It is stressed that brand trust is the degree
to which a consumer can rely on a brand. Furthermore, strong brand trust reduces
perceived purchase risks (cf. Esch 2004 after Ahlström/Gesper 2007).
Dimension (5) value-added-services: Value-added-services (VAS) which the customer
recognizes as an advantage can additionally support trust and strengthen customer
loyalty. VAS can enhance the core product and increase the perception of value and
benefit (cf. Berndt et al. 2010; Jänig 2004). In addition to customer loyalty, they are
also suitable for inducing repeat purchases and for word-of-mouth advertising to
friends and acquaintances (cf. Berndt et al. 2010). This definition is supported by other
authors. Additional literature emphasises that VAS result in a better customer orientation perceived by the customer. Furthermore, VAS ensure increasing customer satisfaction and loyalty, which ultimately guarantees long-term business success (cf.
Homburg/Garbe 1996; Stauss 1998 after Bruhn/Straßer 2014)
2.4

Seven trust building factors

Factor (1) Competence: The term competence, a synonym for ability, implies that tasks
are mastered in a result-oriented manner using professional knowledge and skills (cf.
Colquitt et al. 2007). In addition to knowledge and abilities, the term competence also
includes universal knowledge and social competence in interpersonal interaction
(Gabarro, 1978, after Colquitt et al. 2007). Trust is not only created by affection and
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goodwill but also in partnerships on a business level in particular, requiring specialist
knowledge and expertise (cf. Pirson 2007).
Factor (2) Benevolence: The manner, in which one person meets the interests of another, is referred to as benevolence. A prerequisite for this is selfless behaviour, which
is determined by the care and support of the related parties (cf. Colquitt et al. 2007;
Pirson 2007). Even spontaneous aspects of interpersonal relationships are encouraged
by benevolent behaviour between two parties (cf. Lorbeer 2003; Mayer et al. 1995).
Factor (3) Integrity: Integrity is “defined as the extent to which a trustee is believed to
adhere to sound moral and ethical principles (…)” (Colquitt et al. 2007: 910). From this,
it can be deduced that such persons have a close connection to certain values and thus
support and personally represent them. Integrity refers to conduct that complies with
moral and ethical standards. Integrity thus excludes disregarding ethical principles to
achieve objectives (cf. Lorbeer 2003). The result of behaving with integrity is that others are given the opportunity to forecast one´s behaviour – i.e. that of the integrity
party – (Lind 2001 after Colquitt et al. 2007).
Factor (4) Reliability: Also independent of moral and ethical aspects, reliability improves the predictability of behaviour. Future behaviour can be predicted, which can
result in an increase in trust (cf. Pirson 2007). However, this only succeeds under the
condition that a person behaves consistently, which results in a gain in certainty (Ring
1996 after Lorbeer 2003).
Factor (5) Transparency: The term transparency implies that all circumstances are
openly and comprehensively explained (cf. Mohr/Nevin 1990), which is particularly important in the case of an asymmetry of knowledge (cf. Lewis 2007). This reduces the
subjective perception of risk and improves the flow of information (cf. Mohr/Nevin
1990; Schoorman et al. 2007).
Factor (6) Identification: Kreikenberg says that “Identification with, as well as sympa‐
thy for, another person can be described as affective element among the trust antecedents. Sympathy therefore goes beyond the perceived competence of another person” (Kreikenberg 2013: 62). Trust is grounded on the idea that the intentions and
motives of people with sympathy are of a rather positive nature (cf. Nicholson et al.
2001 after Lorbeer 2003).
Factor (7) Reputation: “Reputation is defined as a third-party evaluation” (Ganesan
1994; Lorbeer 2003 after Kreikenberg 2013: 63). Particularly in the case of a lack of
information at the starting point of a contact, the presentation of third parties is used
to make up for the lack of knowledge to make one's own assessment (cf. Pirson 2007).
The size of a company and its position in the market are equally important for a good
reputation (cf. Lorbeer 2003). After the dimensions and factors have been presented,
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the following presentation by Kreikenberg (2013) is intended to illustrate the relationship between dimensions and factors regarding customer trust in business interactions
and relationships.

Figure 1:

3

Trust model for customer trust in companies
Kreikenberg 2013: 96

Practical Case VW

The following chapter deals with the most relevant facts about the VW diesel exhaust
scandal. In addition to a comprehensive presentation of the scandal, it also deals with
the dimensions and factors mentioned above in relation to the scandal.
3.1

VW diesel exhaust scandal

In September 2015, VW confessed to the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
that it had installed unauthorised software in diesel vehicles which triggered the shutdown of the exhaust system. As a result, the exhaust gas values of these vehicles were
manipulated by engine control software in such a way that cars running in the test
environment complied with the legally permitted exhaust gas values for NOx (cf. Bratzel 2018).
Various US American institutions carried out tests with VW diesel vehicles in a test
environment and on the road. The results showed enormous differences in NOx emission values, which finally exposed VW by the US authorities. VW explained this with a
software error and recalled about 500,000 vehicles, promising to rectify this error. The
authority ‘California Air Resources Board’ (CARB), however, could not find any improvement in the emission values and threatened not to approve any of VW's models
to go to market in 2016, whereupon the company admitted the fraud on September
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3rd, 2015 (cf. Bratzel 2018). As a result, the American government ordered VW to buy
back nearly 500,000 two-litres diesel engine vehicles from affected American customers of the 2009-2015 series (cf. Yates, Sally after Netflix 2018: 3 min.). The total number
of vehicles affected, determined towards the end of 2015, was eleven million (cf. EcklDorna 2015). Not only Volkswagen was affected, however, other Volkswagen AG
brands were also involved in the DES. Several models of Audi, Seat and Skoda were
affected as well. Other manufacturers such as BMW, Ford and Mercedes Benz were
also involved in the emissions affair (cf. Andresen 2019).
3.2

Loss of trust in VW and the German automotive industry

The damage caused to VW is more far-reaching than simple financial expenditure. It is
the loss of trust on the part of the customers as well as the deterioration of VW´s image. VW’s current CEO, Herbert Diess, emphasises the enormous loss of trust, espe‐
cially in the VW brand (cf. Menzel 2019). A statistical survey, conducted in 2016, confirms that many of the respondents have a less positive opinion about VW after the
DES became known. In Figure 2 the participants’ opinion about VW after the DES is
illustrated.

Figure 2:

Opinion of the (German) population on VW after the diesel scandal
in Germany 2016
Translated from Statista 2016

Due to the lack of more recent surveys a comparison to the change in peoples’ opinion
about VW over the years cannot be made.
In the 2016 issue of Volkswagen's sustainability magazine, it is emphasised that although the penalties are immense, the damage to reputation is greater. The decisive
factor in improving customer relations is much more in focus on the part of the company and less the compliance with legal requirements (cf. Gietl 2016). The following
figure outlines the internationally conducted reputation study of ‘Global RepTrak 100’,
in which VW had to cope with a massive deterioration from 2015 to 2016. Trust is also
a key factor in the study. As the overall rating of VW has fallen, the factor trust has also
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deteriorated as a result. This demonstrates the enormous intangible and immaterial
loss of the company.

Figure 3:

3.3

Global loss of reputation of Volkswagen from 2015 to 2016
Own presentation, based on Richter 2016: 19
Five dimensions and seven factors that build trust

Regarding the VW DES, this section will make clear in which dimensions and in which
factors there might be trust gaps. If a concrete identification of the trust gaps regarding
the corresponding dimensions and factors, according to Kreikenberg (2013), is not possible, there is reason to investigate these trust gaps. Hence it is essential to highlight
which dimensions and factors might have suffered from the VW DES.
As was made clear in the previous sections, the VW DES had various far-reaching consequences. It became clear that the trust of customers and the public has fundamentally suffered because of the DES. It is striking, however, that VW is still the world's
leading car manufacturer in terms of sales in 2019 and, as shown in Figure 4, is posting
steadily growing sales figures despite DES in 2015.

Figure 4:

Global biggest car manufacturers by vehicle sales in 2019
Translated from Statista 2020
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The enormous sales and turnover figures imply that, despite the scandal and despite
the extensive loss of trust VW still commands enough confidence and prestige in the
eyes of customers to remain world market leader in the industry. However, it cannot
be anticipated in how far sales would have been different without the DES. Additionally, it is of interest whether a deterioration of trust may have occurred in other dimensions than the product itself which at a first view has not suffered substantially.
As stated before, it is important to have confidence in a company, a brand, or a seller
in order to preserve trust over time. It can be emphasised that it is relatively unimportant for the consumer how a product is functioning, more important is that it works
at all (cf. Neumaier 2010). This point of view could be the reason, why VW still retains
a strong market power. Although the actual trust of customers has been shaken, the
vehicles are still of high quality and function well. The way it functions is insignificant
at this point, because according to Neumaier (2010), the customer simply wants to be
able to rely on it working. Food scandals, for example, are also quickly forgotten (cf.
Neumaier 2010), which is an indication that the fundamental trust in a functioning system is not easily shaken. Nevertheless, it must be emphasised at this point that the
entire system, in this case VW, must still be trusted in by customers. When this is no
longer the case, the customer may no longer trust in a functioning business process in
that company and could turn away as a result.
Figure 3 also illustrates the loss of confidence in some of the measures described in a
previous chapter, which clearly shows that there is a need for action. Terms like product trust or trust in general are to be emphasised in this context and damaged the
reputation of the company, according to the survey of ‘RepTrak’ (cf. Richter after
Volkswagen AG 2016).
As can be deducted in the present case, there are trust gaps at VW regarding the DES.
Even if these do not appear to have considerable effect on the company's success, the
damage due to a possible deterioration of trust cannot be quantified clearly. The fact
that the trust of customers and the public has been shaken was clearly emphasised in
the previous sections. However which of the dimensions and factors defined by Kreikenberg (2013) are affected must be identified within an empirical investigation.
Therefore, general assumptions can be made so far. The trust-building dimensions and
factors which were ultimately affected are to be determined, within the framework of
empirical part of this paper.
3.4
H1:

Derivation of research hypotheses
a) The five trust-building dimensions are of different relevance to VW customers.
b) The seven trust-building factors are of different relevance to VW customers.
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H2:

Particular constellations between trust-building dimensions and trust-building
factors indicate trust gaps within the DES at VW for Customers.

H3:

Within the compositional framework of the trust-building dimensions and
trust-building factors, VW customers are able to give precise reasons for the
loss of trust in the Volkswagen AG.

H4:

Identified gaps in trust can be effectively closed via adapted measures that
meet the expectations of VW customers.

4

Empirical Investigation

The empirical part deals with the description and implementation of the individual research approaches. Furthermore, research results and their evaluations are also presented.
4.1

Customer survey as quantitative data collection method

The first research step is to identify which of the dimensions and factors listed above
are most relevant to VW customers. This approach is intended to shorten the model
to only relevant dimensions and factors in order to conduct a more focused research
within the focus groups and individual interviews later. This is aimed at not to overexploit the participants' work motivation. This should strengthen the significance of
the results.
The questionnaire is designed to identify which dimensions and factors are most important to VW customers.1 The following list represents the conditions of participation:
1. The participants must either own or use a Volkswagen AG model of car.
2. The use or possession of a Volkswagen AG vehicle may not be more than three
years ago.
3. The participants are not allowed to bring in their own opinion about the VWDES. This level of data collection aims solely at determining how relevant the
individual dimensions and factors are for VW customers.
4. The participants are only allowed to give the predefined options for responses.

1

The entire questionnaire, including the survey matrix was developed collaboratively by the authors
and the consulting firm 'Synergetic Management Consulting Group' (SMCG).
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5. The participants must all have the same understanding of the background of
the dimensions and factors so that results are not distorted.
The questionnaire is send out to over 200 VW customers affected by the VW-DES. As
the only segmentation criterion is a personal affectedness a rather small group of respondents is needed to evaluate findings which is achieved by 50 valid responses (cf.
Mossig 2012).
4.2

Focus groups as qualitative data collection method

The participants of the focus groups are contacted either by phone or in person. However, due the ‘Covid-19’ pandemic outbreak, social networks are also used as a recruit‐
ment platform, as personal contacts are very limited, by order of the government. Incentives such as free drinks or small snacks should motivate suitable individuals to participate in the focus groups. It makes sense to formulate specific questions that could
help in the selection of participants, since participants have to fit into the desired pattern (cf. Morgan 1999). Two focus groups are conducted showing a very homogenous
response structure and content. The following represents the five conditions of participation:
1. The participant must have owned or used a Volkswagen AG vehicle brand
within the last three years.
2. The participant must be familiar with the DES from Volkswagen, but not in the
most detailed form.
3. The participant must be willing to share his opinion about the Volkswagen DES
with others.
4. The participant must be willing to implement constructive group discussions
and joint elaborations.
5. The participant must adhere to the rules within the focus groups set by the
moderator/researcher in advance (this contains also the actual ‘Covid-19rules’ set by the government).
4.3

Individual customer interviews

To substantiate the statements of the focus group participants, individual interviews
with twelve VW customers were conducted. This research method should result in the
evaluation of the focus group participants' suggestions on how to close trust gaps according to personal importance. This was done via a ranking system. From this it could
be deduced which measures were more strongly desired by customers than others.
The results of the interviews were already taken into account in the presentation of
results in chapter 4.6.
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4.4

Presentation of survey results

During the evaluation of the quantitative research, a sum index is used. The sum index
can result from simple addition as well as from averaging. With the simple addition, a
so-called addition index, the individual values are added across the variables (cf. Hadler 2019).

Figure 5:

Results of the dimensional relevance within the survey of the VW
customers
Own presentation

1. Company



339 Points (The strongest relevance)

2. Salesperson



270 Points (The third strongest relevance)

3. Product



310 Points (The second strongest relevance)

Based on the results shown in Figure 5, it can be seen, that the respective trust-building
dimensions are of varying relevance to VW customers. Therefore, hypothesis H1a is
to be confirmed.
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Figure 6:

Results of the factor relevance within the survey of the VW customers
Own presentation

1. Competence



233 Points (The second strongest relevance)

2. Reliability



264 Points (The strongest relevance)

3. Transparency



165 Points (The fourth strongest relevance)

4. Reputation



181 Points (The third strongest relevance

The trust-building factors shown in Figure 6 also reveal differences in terms of the relevance indicated by the customers. Thus, hypothesis H1b is to be accepted.
Hence it can be stated that respondents were clearly in a position to pinpoint the most
relevant trust dimensions and trust factors when reflecting Volkswagen.
4.5

Review of the research hypotheses within the focus groups

A common procedure for analysing qualitative information is often applied “simulta‐
neously with data collection, data interpretation, and narrative report writing” (Creswell 1994 after Davis/Smith 2005: 471). This report assists in supporting/refusing the
hypotheses. In the course of this chapter, the remaining research hypotheses are monitored with regard to the results and findings within the focus groups.

The five trust building dimensions and the seven trust building factors
H2:

Particular constellations between trust-building dimensions and trust-building
factors indicate trust gaps within the DES at VW for Customers.
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Within the research with the focus groups, it became clear that the participants have
predominantly negative associations with VW when they take the exhaust gas scandal
into account. Apart from a few positive statements, the negative ones predominate.
Therefore, it can be stated that the VW diesel scandal has shaken the trust of the customers with regard to the corresponding trust-building dimensions and factors. Hypothesis H2 can therefore be confirmed.
H3:

Within the compositional framework of the trust-building dimensions and
trust-building factors, VW customers are able to give precise reasons for the
loss of trust in the Volkswagen AG.

In order to identify whether the focus group participants could give precise reasons
that led to the loss of trust, it became apparent that the deterioration of trust was
mainly addressed to the management of Volkswagen AG, as they according to the participants showed misconduct in several respects. In the discussion within the focus
groups, it became obvious that the loss of trust could be explicitly explained by the
participants with regard to the individual trust building dimensions and factors. Therefore, hypothesis H3 is to be accepted.
H4:

Identified gaps in trust can be effectively closed via adapted measures that
meet the expectations of VW customers.

The final task of the focus group participants was to explore possible measures that
could close the previously identified trust gaps in terms of each of the trust-building
dimensions and factors. Each participant was asked to put forward one measure for
each possible combination. These measures were then evaluated by other VW customers using a scoring scale and then clustered into categories. The documentation of
the results can be found in chapter 4.6. As different measures to close the trust gaps
were identified, hypothesis H4 can be verified.
4.6

Presentation of the focus groups results

The results of the qualitative research are presented graphically. The possibilities for
closing identified trust gaps are based on the statements of the focus group participants, as well as the statements of the VW customers interviewed. Therefore, final
recommendations for action can be made regarding the individual trust-building dimensions and factors that can rebuild trust in the corresponding segments.
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Figure 7:

Final recommendations for action for dimension 'company'
Own presentation

Figure 8:

Final recommendations for action for the dimension 'sales person'
Own presentation
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Figure 9:

Final recommendations for action for dimension 'product'
Own presentation

Figure 7 to Figure 9 show that VW customers are able to define specific recommendations for improvement with which the lost trust can be restored. All participants are
very clear about where trust deteriorated and how it can be restored. It is particularly
clear that, above all, more honesty and openness is desired across all dimensions. By
admitting omissions and mistakes made, it is possible to close the trust gaps that have
arisen, with the suggestions from VW customers who participated. Furthermore, it can
be seen proposed that the desired measures are primarily a matter of implementation
by the authorised members of the group VW, i.e. the management. This mainly stirred
the ire of customers and the general public. The results of the research show that lost
customer trust can be restored with appropriate measures to customers and the public. A suitable communication policy on the part of VW would support all these
measures. Nevertheless, internal company communication is also of crucial importance, as the employees, as representatives of the group, play a major role in the
implementation of the measures

5

Conclusion

Findings appear to show that the modified trust model by Kreikenberg can be adapted
to a more simplified model. The application of this new approach shows satisfactory
results as regards a) identifying relevant trust dimensions and trust factors for a specific case, b) identifying the correlations between relevant dimensions and factors, c)
identifying relevant gaps in trust concerning the case examined and finally d) triggering
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specific measures to close trust gaps identified. For the case under investigation i.e.
Volkswagen and the DES it can be stated that measures identified to close existing trust
gaps appear pragmatically applicable and make common sense. Hence there are indications that the adapted model for measuring trust and identifying subsequent
measures to close trust gaps appears to work satisfactory.
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